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ABSTRACT
In this research, it was aimed to define the impacts of plants on the perceptual evaluation of participants in a restaurant environment. As an experimental setting, two different digital images of the modelled restaurant were used. Semantic differentiation scale was used to evaluate the environmental factors for this research environment, and the results obtained from 335 participants were evaluated with the SPSS program. The results showed that the atmospheric attributes of the restaurant with using plants had a more positive impact on the perceptual evaluations of the participants than the restaurant without plants. In addition, male and young (26-35) participants perceive more positively than female and middle-aged (36-55) participants. The use of indoor plants in key retail stores such as restaurants can increase preferability and positively impact customers’ perceptual evaluations, feelings, and thoughts within first impressions.
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ABSTRACT
Man, who is an innate being, needs a place to communicate with his Creator, which has celestial and spiritual characteristics that make it possible to experience the ascension of the soul and its connection to the eternal universe. Among the divine religions, Islam has given the most importance to the social aspect of worship, the place that has made this serious matter possible is of great importance. Therefore, mosques have a high status, they are the beating heart of Islamic cities and the most important and best places should be provided for mosques. The first step taken by the Prophet Muhammad (PBUH) after the formation of his government in Medina was the construction of the Quba Mosque, which became the original model of all mosques. In addition to the Islamic spirit, this mosque also had an Islamic identity because it had an Islamic body. The religion of Islam reincarnated the Islamic spirit into the body of Iranian structures upon its arrival in Iran. It is a fact that the newborn replaced the spirit of buildings and inelgance (Zoroastrian temples and shrines). That is, the Islamic spirit flowed in the Iranian vessel. Many mosques that were not built on fire temples and shrines retained the same Iranian body with Islamic spirit, so the Iranian identity was represented in the form of mosques.
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ABSTRACT: Man, who is an innate being, needs a place to communicate with his Creator, which has celestial and spiritual characteristics that make it possible to experience the ascension of the soul and its connection to the eternal universe. Among the divine religions, Islam has given the most importance to the social aspect of worship, the place that has made this serious matter possible is of great importance. Therefore, mosques have a high status, they are the beating heart of Islamic cities and the most important and best places should be provided for mosques. The first step taken by the Prophet Muhammad (PBUH) after the formation of his government in Medina was the construction of the Quba Mosque, which became the original model of all mosques. In addition to the Islamic spirit, this mosque also had an Islamic identity because it had an Islamic body. The religion of Islam reincarnated the Islamic spirit into the body of Iranian structures upon its arrival in Iran. It is a fact that the newborn replaced the spirit of buildings and inelegance (Zoroastrian temples and shrines). That is, the Islamic spirit flowed in the Iranian vessel. Many mosques that were not built on fire temples and shrines retained the same Iranian body with Islamic spirit, so the Iranian identity was represented in the form of mosques.
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INTRODUCTION

Wisdom literally means a kind of solid work which is flawless. Wisdom means a verdict, a verdict that is immutable, and a firm verdict that is inviolable in rational knowledge. Some people consider wisdom to mean science and knowledge and a manifestation of philosophy and mysticism, but it should be known that wisdom is different from philosophy, but mysticism can be placed in the realm of wisdom. In fact, wisdom is based on intuitive and acquired sciences, and a sage is one who recognizes the truth and learns the Shari’a sciences, the Tariqa sciences, and the truth and argument. The wisdom of religion and law is the God who has no limits. A sage can be a Muslim, a Christian, a Jew, and a follower of any religion or profession. Perhaps it can be said that the sage can master all the sciences and use them to reach the truth. Socrates is one of those thinkers who reject knowledge in its sensory sense. According to him, people should seek virtue and wisdom instead of personal interests. In fact, Socrates’ view of wisdom is insight into the truth that is good for human beings and leads to the health and harmony of the soul. Plato is also one of the thinkers who, while rejecting the sensory view of art, has a negative view. He believes that the artist imitates nature with a sensory vision. Plato's view of wisdom is a kind of deep knowledge of the universe and truth. Aristotle, a student of Plato's school, struggles with sensory perceptions like his professors, and acquires the concept of wisdom in this path. In fact, Aristotle equates wisdom and understanding of the supernatural. Aristotle believes that "a philosopher or lover of wisdom is one who seeks knowledge about the ultimate cause and nature of things and reality and wants knowledge for knowledge itself. In his view, wisdom discusses the principles and primary causes of things, and therefore general knowledge is at the highest level, and wisdom is the farthest science from the senses, the most abstract, and therefore the most difficult science, since it requires the most thought". Ibn Sina considers wisdom mainly as a way to understand the truth of facts and believes that through it, man achieves everything in the world. Muhyiddin Ibn Arabi, the founder of theoretical mysticism, considers the evolution of the soul. Mulla Sadra, the philosopher...
of the reconciliation of reason and love, considers wisdom as a special method that leads the human soul to excellence in order to achieve the highest degrees of happiness.

**The wisdom of Islamic architecture**

Spiritual teachings and cultural beliefs are the foundation of a valuable and dynamic architecture. Therefore, recognizing the glorious achievements of Islamic architecture will not be possible without knowing the basics of thought and social infrastructure. Those who unconsciously call Islamic architecture independent of spirituality and wisdom, subconsciously block the path of its progress and excellence. In order to better understand this evolutionary process, it should be borne in mind that "the ancient and mysterious architecture of Iran cannot be understood without the literature and culture of the people who retained its clay and color" [1, 2].

**Pure Iranian architecture and wisdom**

Islamic architecture is one of the greatest manifestations of the emergence of an artistic truth in the material body. Islamic architecture, as one of the largest branches of Islamic art, has been able to institutionalize a large part of the characteristics of Islamic art in the context of time and during different periods. Historically, architecture is the first art that adapts its ability to artistic concepts and is used by Muslims. The acceptance of Muslims to this art caused it to introduce Islamic religious concepts as the only Islamic for years art. This went so far that for most people, when hearing the word Islamic art, the first thing that comes to mind is Islamic architecture [4].

Although many other methods of Islamic architecture have been greatly influenced by indigenous and historical characteristics, Iranian Islamic architecture is one of the most important and successful schools of Islamic architecture. Because over the years, it has shown an upward trend and an evolutionary process of happiness. The methods of Iranian architecture have each complemented the methods of their predecessors and have evolved over the years without the slightest disturbance. The geographical location of Iran has been very effective in this regard because on one hand, Iranians were among the first tribes to convert to Islam and on the other hand, many other nations and countries have achieved this success through Iran. The expansion of geography and cultural richness of the Iranian people has also been very effective in this regard [5].

**Islamic architecture; the border of art and spirituality**

Few people can be found who set foot on an Islamic building and do not drown in its infinite space. They are all manifestations of the supernatural in nature. In Islamic art, nothing should separate the distance between man and the unseen presence of God. That is why the direction of mosques in any part of the world is towards the Qaba. That is, the direction is beyond the place where it is built. Thus the concept of time for such a building whose direction is out of place is different from countable time. This is where Islamic art is tied to spirituality [6].

**The wisdom of mosque architecture**

Architecture is one of the Islamic arts that incorporates the identity characteristics of Islam and has almost all the characteristics of religious art. In Islamic lands, houses were built to suit the short life of human beings. For the architecture of houses, more attention was paid to the logical functions of the building than to its immortality, and perhaps this is why the houses of the past are remained less, except for a few that are also spiritually protected, such as Fatimah’s house (PBUH) in Medina or the house of Imam Ali (PBUH) in Kufa, which again has been maintained by the spiritual wisdom of the building. But the houses of God have been separated from this. God Himself is eternal, so His place of worship must also be eternal. For this reason, in Islam, the architecture of mosques has been given much importance and the architecture of mosques is adorned with the most beautiful arts. In fact, mosques are a manifestation of Islamic art [7].

**Judicial view of the architecture of God’s houses**

Islamic art is a legal art. The only knowledge that can understand and express Islamic art is wisdom. Architecture and related decorations have a very strong place in Islamic arts. The basis of Islamic architecture is based on wisdom. The wisdom of Islamic architecture, especially the architecture of mosques, can be studied in both external and internal dimensions. All the requirements and functions of mosques are wise both outwardly and inwardly. It is also possible to observe the outward and inward wisdom of the architecture of mosques in terms of the use of the symbol, physical and functional functions, and the outward and inward characteristics of the constituent parts of the building. The historical course of mosque
architecture itself illuminates the existence of wisdom in its transcendent meaning [8, 9].

**Mosque, the manifestation of the wisdom of Islamic art**

Muslim artisans and artists, due to the spiritual function of the mosque, use all their efforts and creativity to make the mosque more beautiful and stronger. Paying attention to the philosophy of the mosque and its status in the sight of God caused artists to pay special attention to this holy place. Due to the main function of the mosque, which is the closeness of the servant to the Creator, it is very necessary to pay attention to the philosophical principles and foundations of Islamic art. As stated in the discussion of sacred art, Islamic art, in addition to the artist’s freedom to use his creativity, has strict limits and rules that not only do not block the way for the Muslim artist; They rather, open the window to a world that is much more beautiful and valuable than the tangible world. Early Islamic mosques were very simple and unpretentious mosques with a rectangular plan and a columned nave without any decoration, but with the growth and geographical development of Islam and the creation of social security and stability in the Islamic regions and the growth and prosperity of its economy, elegant decorations were added to the structure of the mosques which helped a lot in expressing the esoteric meaning of the mosque in the form of its material appearance. Special attention to mosques and their decorations caused mosques to shine as a jewel in Islamic art. However, issues such as climatic conditions, geographical location and cultural conditions prevailing in each region created a special form of mosque architecture.

The structure of the mosque is designed and built in an excellent and spiritual way. The floor of the mosque is paved with the most beautiful and best stones. The use of decorations including Marquetry tiles, seven-color and enamel tiles, and the use of beautiful Stuccos on the walls of courtyards and Shabestans are reminiscent of God’s paradise. The use of the best decorations in the sanctuary of the mosque, the most pioneering part towards the Kaaba of God, shows its importance and, in simpler language, a collection of artistic creations in the construction of the house of God. All this is to create a ground for the discovery of intuition so that the Muslim man can feel peace and beauty in the house of God. Gathering Quranic books in a very concise and effective way with Kufic, Thuluth and Naskh scripts, which invites the eye to relax in the azure space of the mosque, is a tool to manifest the esoteric meaning of the mosque. The inscriptions always remind the praying man of God and manifest the true meaning of the Qur'an in his mind so that he understands the incomparable power of God. The patterns and decorations create a harmonious melody and rhythm that is very useful for understanding the spiritual state of the mosque. In general, it should be acknowledged that mosques are in the highest position of Islamic art and have always occupied the minds of a large number of artists and put their taste, initiative and creativity into action, so that the greatest masterpieces of Islamic art or mosques or arts themselves are affiliated with Islamic mosques.

**Judgmental view on the architecture of God’s houses**

Islamic art is a legal art. The only knowledge that can understand and express Islamic art is wisdom. Architecture and related decorations have a very strong place in Islamic arts. The basis of Islamic architecture is based on wisdom. The wisdom of Islamic architecture, especially the architecture of mosques, can be studied in both external and internal dimensions. All the requirements and functions of mosques are wise both outwardly and inwardly. It is also possible to observe the outward and inward wisdom of the architecture of mosques in terms of the use of the symbolic, physical and operational functions, and the outward and inward characteristics of the constituents of the building. The historical course of mosque architecture itself illuminates the existence of wisdom in its transcendent meaning.

**Sacred art**

Sacred art is an art that, in addition to having a religious spirit and content, has a religious body and form, that is, it also has a religious identity. The facade is built in such a way that it is not different from other non-religious arts. Burckhardt exaggerates the symbolism of sacred art and believes his explanation. Sacred art has a special expression both in terms of form and meaning, and handicrafts are one of the fields of communication of this form and meaning. Therefore, a religious theme that is realistic, such as Renaissance art, cannot be a religious art because it lacks cryptography and specific stylistic allusions; it gives meaning to religious art [10].
A) Characteristics of sacred art:

Art is like a strong weapon in the hands of believers that has the power of transformation and can move people and make them strive to move [11].

• True art is directive.
• Moves and glides people towards infinity
• True art is committed and responsible to social currents
• Does not remain indifferent to oppression
• Makes a person move against the oppressors and exploiters
• True art seeks to fill social gaps
• True art helps us to develop our talents
• Committed art tries to find a way in which a person achieves happiness
• Committed art creates creation, Love of God revives love for people in hearts.
• Eliminates anger and hatred
• Committed art is creative and reveals the hidden [12].

B) The course of wisdom in the architecture of the house of God:

The art of architecture, especially the architecture of the mosque, has always had great wisdom throughout history. As mentioned in the previous sections, in a general summary, the manifestations of wisdom in architectural works can be divided as follows:

1- Meeting human needs to create a shelter for life and a place for solitude and worship and other needs;
2- Paying attention to the comprehensiveness of the building according to human needs;
3- Paying attention to the element of democracy, i.e. having a human scale in different elements of architecture;
4- Paying attention to the element of self-sufficiency, meaning that the architect and builder try to provide the required materials from the nearest places and at the lowest price.
5- Avoiding futility in the sense that the architect and builder try to avoid useless elements and components. In fact, this principle of architecture existed before Islam and has also been considered after Islam.
6- Module, which was used to observe the proportions in classical Greek and Roman architecture, and is a means of adjusting the dimensions, size and geometry of the architectural guide in ensuring relations and principled harmony.
7- Introversion means placing architectural organs and constructing external walls, which enables the direct connection of the building with the outer space with an element called the courtyard. The introverted space pays attention to the inside from all sides.

Mosque architecture from the beginning of Islam (when the Messenger of God built the first mosque) to the present time and also mosques with new architecture have more or less had these manifestations of wisdom. Sometimes these manifestations of wisdom are highlighted, and sometimes diminished, which depends on the political, social and economic conditions of society.

C) Judicial view of the appearance and interior of the house of God:

The mosque is a manifestation of intuition. Intuition is the perfect truth that manifests itself in various forms. This semantic intuition can be seen in the faces of many pious people. There are semantic beauties in behavior and speech that give all the scent of the perfection of truth, and this perfection certainly brings beauty with it, because every truth is beautiful. In fact, art is a kind of truth since truth is always accompanied by beauty. Of course, a perfect truth is beautiful. In other words, the perfection of truth is beautiful.

D) Judicial view on the functions of the house of God:

One of the manifestations of wisdom in the structure of architectural buildings is their function. The existence of the function of the building and thinking about meeting the existing needs has been a sign of a very wide wisdom in the history of human architecture. Man has always sought to meet his needs, one of these needs is architecture and shelter. From the creation of man until now, he has sought to meet needs and achieve peace and comfort and has tried in this way. The construction of temples and shrines is also one of the inherent and natural needs of human beings; Because man has a God-seeking nature and seeks to reach the truth. So to meet this need, he worships God. The god of man was once made of stone and wood, once in the realm of stars and celestial bodies, and once sought among the myths. But eventually, with the advent of the prophets and their guidance, the man found the true God, that perfect truth, thus he needed a place to worship. Of course, temples existed before the advent of the prophets and among all tribes, and this issue itself indicates the natural need of man to worship, and the God-seeking nature of man always seeks the truth. Therefore, the need led to the construction of temples. With the advent of Islam, the need for a place to hold prayers and worship God
led to the construction of the first mosque in Medina by the Holy Prophet.

Grand mosques were the best mosques in any city. These mosques were located in the city center and most of them were built next to the bazaar and the Government House. The most important function of the grand mosques of each city was to hold Friday prayers. In every city, prayers were held only on Friday noon at the Grand Mosque. So these mosques were mostly built in terms of size, since they could accommodate a large number of worshippers, depending on the city in which they are located. The courtyard of the Grand Mosque was an open space that, in addition to accommodating a large number of worshippers, made the worshiper feel closer to the sky and remember the extent of divine mercy.

One of the most important functions of mosques is the educational function. In Islam, there has always been a lot of emphasis on education and training, and Muslims have paid attention to this issue since the early years of Islam. The mosque has been the main base of education in Islamic society. After or before the daily prayers, question-and-answer sessions were held in mosques, and young Muslims sat around the master and used his lessons. With the passage of time and the growth and development of Islamic societies, as well as the greater attention of Muslims to education, these sessions were transferred to schools so that the resulting controversies of those circles of education would not disturb the worshipers.

One of the important functions of mosques is its social work function. From the beginning of Islam until now, the mosque was the place and home of hope for the needy, the afflicted and the travelers who were strangers in that city. For this purpose, places were built in many local mosques to help this group of people. Using verses with Quranic meanings and the theme of charity and helping the needy in the form of inscriptions in every corner of the mosque is a kind of response to the need of society and is itself a manifestation of wisdom in building Islamic mosques. The existence of a stone pool of water in the center of the courtyard of the mosque for purification and ablution shows the existence of great wisdom in the construction of the components of the mosque. This pool of water, in addition to providing the water needed for ablution, is a symbol of purity and clarity of the heart of the worshiper. Water is a sign of purity and mercy, the presence of which adds to the sanctity and purity of the mosque.

CONCLUSION

The relics and buildings left over from the behavior of their predecessors are the most useful tools in re-reading the spiritual and epistemological foundations of Islamic architecture. Iranian architecture is the result of the spiritual view of our benevolent ancestors, so any time these works are re-examined, it can pave the way for the discovery of hidden concepts in its body; Concepts that have emerged from Iranian and Islamic spiritual teachings and have been expanded in material form. One of the most important teachings of Islamic architecture is annihilation in God. The connection between the arts is a field that can lead the various components of the universe to a transcendent unity. In the golden age of Islamic architecture in Iran, this unity and harmony has not crystallized in the ideal state. For example, we can refer to the construction of Sheikh Lotfollah Mosque in Isfahan. In this mosque, what we find in painting is what we see in the ruling Eslimi scripts, and what is seen in appearance is what is felt inside the walls. Most important of all, what is seen inside the building is the same as what we see outside.
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ABSTRACT: In this research, it was aimed to define the impacts of plants on the perceptual evaluation of participants in a restaurant environment. As an experimental setting, two different digital images of the modelled restaurant were used. Semantic differentiation scale was used to evaluate the environmental factors for this research environment, and the results obtained from 335 participants were evaluated with the SPSS program. The results showed that the atmospheric attributes of the restaurant with using plants had a more positive impact on the perceptual evaluations of the participants than the restaurant without plants. In addition, male and young (26-35) participants perceive more positively than female and middle-aged (36-55) participants. The use of indoor plants in key retail stores such as restaurants can increase preferability and positively impact customers’ perceptual evaluations, feelings, and thoughts within first impressions.
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INTRODUCTION

The present-day living conditions have moved people away from the natural environment and locked them inside buildings. As a result, people spend a significant part of their lives away from the natural environment in artificial environments without plants. But, a number of researches [1-3] indicate that for humans, continuous interaction with plants as part of the natural environment has very positive impacts.

In this case, it is seen that apart from the positive impacts of using plants indoors on human psychology, plants can also be used to cleanse the air contaminated with volatile organic substances such as phenolic compounds, organochlorines and formaldehyde [1, 4-6]. For example, using plants in interiors with different action requirements, such as office environments [7, 8], school environments [9-12] and restaurant environments [3] reduced stress and distraction, and also increased positivity and pleasure.

Recently, the various potential effects of plants on humans have been the subject of many studies [3, 13-15]. A recent study reported that the strongest effects of plants on human perceptions are relief from physical discomfort following an increase in positive emotions and a decrease in negative emotions [15]. In a recent study, it has been suggested that different green coverage rates and their distance from plants have different effects on people’s perception [10]. Another study showed that plants in closed environments increase positive perceptions by examining the potential of daylight-free spaces becoming livable spaces by using plants and artificial landscapes [13]. In addition, plants, which are the ambient elements in restaurants, have been reported to increase the perception of service quality and improve satisfaction and loyalty [16]. Flowering plants for office employees showed that viewing them would be a promising therapeutic approach for improving psychological relaxation and enhancing physiological functions [12]. The literature has shown that vertical gardens, green wall designs and green interior landscapes in stores can have positive impacts on customers’ shopping attitudes [17]. Arguing that using green plants, especially in complex retail environments has stress-reducing and pleasurable effects on customers. It was emphasized that retail spaces designed with natural elements encouraged customers’ approach behaviors into consumption settings and improved their moods [18]. The effects of greenery used in retail stores on customer experiences revealed that greenery used inside and outside of the store has positive effects on customers’ behavior and psychology [19]. It was stated that the plants used in retail stores increase the shopping decisions and
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satisfaction of the customers [3]. Some studies have reported that the use of plants in shopping malls has many positive effects on customer behavior [20]. It has been reported that a significant component of the design concepts, such as plants, gardens, and walkways in a retail environment, has positive effects on customer behavior in living centers [21].

There are not enough studies analyzing the impacts of plants on perceptual evaluation of humans. No comparative study has been conducted to examine the effects of indoor spaces arranged with or without plants on perceptual evaluations depending on customer characteristics. This study examines the impacts of using plants on the perceptual evaluation of customers in restaurants. The increased awareness of interior design on the perceptual evaluations of different customer groups and integration of environmental considerations into restaurants seems to be a crucial issue for interiors and designers. Most environmental effects can be effectively increased by addressing them at the design process. Plants could have a significant role in customer satisfaction. As a result, the design stages of interiors have become a crucial issue for making environmentally-friendly spaces.

The results show that the use of plants in retail environments has a positive effect on the perceptual evaluation of customers. The first hypothesis of this research is given below:

\[ H1. \] The atmospheric attributes of restaurant in which plants are used or not used can positively / negatively affect the perceptual evaluations of the participants.

Previous studies show that the atmospheric attributes (ambient and design elements) of a retail store have positive impacts on customers’ perceptual evaluations [22-25]. Few studies have addressed the differences between customers’ perceptual evaluations in retail stores according to gender and age variables [23-26]. In this part of the study, the effects of the atmospheric environment of restaurants on customers’ perceptual evaluations according to gender and age variables will be examined.

Some recent research has focused on the relationships between the atmospheric attributes of the retail store and customer behavior, and reported that there are differences between customers’ preferences according to their gender [3, 24, 25]. Gender differences are seen as an important approach in the development of behavioral differences. The differences in abilities and personality features of male and female mostly reflect traditional gender roles in societies. In these studies, it was found that female’s satisfaction decisions were greatly affected by their first negative emotions, while male’s satisfaction decisions were due to their first positive emotions. The second hypothesis used in this research is given below:

\[ H2. \] The participants’ gender has a significant impact on perceptual evaluations of the restaurants.

Few studies have examined the effect of age differences on the perceptual evaluation of the atmospheric attributes of the restaurant. Psychological aging was generally discussed in these studies. Two of these studies have examined the impact of age differences on the perception of retail environments [3, 24, 25]. In a previous study, they reported that age differences due to store image have significant effects on customers’ choice of stores and shopping decisions. These studies, which examine the impact of age differences on the environmental factors of the retail stores, show that age differences significantly affect the perception of the atmospheric attributes of the retail store. The third hypothesis used in this research is given below:

\[ H3. \] The age of the participants has a significant impact on perceptual evaluations of the restaurants.

The methods applied to test these three hypotheses given above are discussed below.

**METHODOLOGY**

**Participants**

Research participants were randomly selected from customers using a central shopping mall in Ankara. Participants were shown two different digital images of restaurant, modelled with and without plants, on the photo paper. Before starting the research, the research survey was introduced to the participants and then they were asked to fill in the survey according to the digital images of the restaurant. The research data were collected through face-to-face interviews over a four-week period in 2018. Participants completed each survey in about fifteen minutes. A total of 335 people participated in the study, 12 of them were excluded from the evaluation due to incomplete and incorrect filling of the survey. Of the 323 people participating in the research, 48.3% were women, 51.7% were men and 50.9% were between the ages of 26-35.

**Research survey and procedure**

The research survey consists of two main parts: In the first part, there are characteristics such as age and gender of the participants. In the second part,
there is a semantic differentiation scale that determines perceptual evaluations of participants regarding restaurant environment. The participants then evaluated the significance of bipolar adjective pairs on a 1–7 semantic differentiation scale where 1=beautiful (positive) and 7=ugly (negative). A total of ten adjective pairs were evaluated by the participants: beautiful / ugly, roomy / cramped, peaceful / unpeaceful, warm / cool, good lighting / poor lighting, inviting / uninviting, pleasant / unpleasant, comfortable / uncomfortable, tidy / untidy, uncrowded / crowded. Previously, Hidayetoglu et al. [27] and Yildirim et al. [23, 24] used different forms of this scale.

The data of this research were obtained from the perceptual evaluations of the participants regarding two different digital images of restaurant modelled with and without plants (Figure 1). In many previous spatial cognitive studies, digital image [3, 23, 25, 26], and Virtual Reality (VR) technology [27-30] have been used.

**Environment of research**

The digital images of the Casablanca Restaurant were used as the research environment. Brown and cream colored stones are used in this restaurant’ walls and columns. Wicker rope is used on the ceiling of the restaurant and herringbone wood walnut parquet is used on the floor. Climber and winder plants were used in the vertical divider wire cages of the restaurant and the wire ropes on the ceiling, and various indoor plants were used in wooden pots.

The surfaces of the armchairs, tables, coffee tables and chairs made of walnut wood in the restaurant are covered with light color varnish. Some seats have green and brown leather (Figure 1).

**Table 1. Reliability values of adjective pairs used in the research**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Adjective Pairs</th>
<th>Items Reliability</th>
<th>Scale Reliability</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Beautiful / Ugly</td>
<td>0.933</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roomy / Cramped</td>
<td>0.931</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peaceful / Unpeaceful</td>
<td>0.931</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Warm / Cool</td>
<td>0.935</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Good lighting / Poor lighting</td>
<td>0.938</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inviting / Uninviting</td>
<td>0.932</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pleasant / Unpleasant</td>
<td>0.932</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comfortable / Uncomfortable</td>
<td>0.935</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tidy / Untidy</td>
<td>0.936</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uncrowded / Crowded</td>
<td>0.946</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The differences between the participants’ evaluations regarding the atmospheric attributes of the restaurant, which was arranged with or without plants, were analyzed using statistical methods. The mean and standard deviation values of the data...
obtained from the analyzes and the results of the ANOVA test are given in Table 2.

According to Table 2, statistically important differences were found between the participants’ perceptual evaluations of the restaurant with and without plants at the p<0.001 level. As a result, the participants perceived the atmospheric attributes of the restaurant with plants more positively than the restaurant without plants. According to the results of the ANOVA test, the differences between the dependent variables including the perception of the atmospheric attributes of the restaurant were found to be statistically important at p<0.001 for the following adjective pairs: beautiful / ugly (sig. = 0.001), roomy / cramped (sig. = 0.001), peaceful / unpeaceful (sig. = 0.001), good lighting / poor lighting (sig. = 0.001), inviting / uninviting (sig. = 0.001), pleasant / unpleasant (sig. = 0.001), comfortable / uncomfortable (sig. = 0.001), tidy / untidy (sig. = 0.001) and uncrowded / crowded (sig. = 0.001). The graphic representation of these results is given in Graph 1.

Table 2. Statistical results obtained from the restaurant with and without plants

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Adjective Pairs</th>
<th>Restaurants with Plants Use</th>
<th>Restaurants without Plants Use</th>
<th>F</th>
<th>df</th>
<th>Sig.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>M</td>
<td>SD</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>SD</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beautiful / Ugly</td>
<td>2.36</td>
<td>1.60</td>
<td>3.90</td>
<td>1.65</td>
<td>144.341</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roomy / Cramped</td>
<td>2.43</td>
<td>1.54</td>
<td>4.04</td>
<td>1.68</td>
<td>162.978</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peaceful / Unpeaceful</td>
<td>2.35</td>
<td>1.60</td>
<td>4.06</td>
<td>1.58</td>
<td>185.569</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Warm / Cool</td>
<td>3.00</td>
<td>1.57</td>
<td>4.63</td>
<td>1.70</td>
<td>160.958</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Good lighting / Poor lighting</td>
<td>3.23</td>
<td>1.60</td>
<td>4.31</td>
<td>1.82</td>
<td>63.689</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inviting / Uninviting</td>
<td>2.46</td>
<td>1.65</td>
<td>4.14</td>
<td>1.71</td>
<td>161.082</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pleasant / Unpleasant</td>
<td>2.44</td>
<td>1.63</td>
<td>4.04</td>
<td>1.66</td>
<td>150.886</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comfortable / Uncomfortable</td>
<td>2.80</td>
<td>1.61</td>
<td>4.34</td>
<td>1.78</td>
<td>133.224</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tidy / Untidy</td>
<td>2.33</td>
<td>1.53</td>
<td>3.74</td>
<td>1.76</td>
<td>117.776</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uncrowded / Crowded</td>
<td>2.40</td>
<td>1.78</td>
<td>3.33</td>
<td>1.62</td>
<td>47.337</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

M: Mean values, SD: Standard deviations, F: F values, df: Degree of freedom. * p<0.001 level is significant. a: Variable means ranged from 1 to 7, with higher numbers representing more negative responses.

Graph 1. Impacts of restaurants with and without plants on adjective pairs. Variable means ranged from 1 to 7, with higher numbers representing more negative responses.
The impacts of the restaurant with plants on the perceptual evaluation of the participants can be seen in Graph 1. Accordingly, it can be said that the atmospheric attributes of restaurants with and without plants have important impacts on the perceptual evaluation of the participants. This result supported the first hypothesis (H1) used in this research. This result is consistent with the results of previous studies by Yildirim [1], Tifferet and Vilnai-Yavetz [13], Yildirim [17], Brengman et al. [18], Joye et al. [19], Rosenbaum et al. [20], and Ayalp et al. [32]. Differences between the perceptual evaluations of the restaurants’ atmospheric attributes according to the gender of the participants (male and female) were determined. Statistical results obtained from the analysis according to the gender of the participants are given in Table 3.

In Table 3, it is seen that there are significant differences between the perceptual evaluations of the participants according to their gender (male and female) regarding the atmospheric attributes of the restaurants. Accordingly, it is seen that male perceive the atmospheric attributes of restaurants more positively than female. According to the results of the ANOVA test, the differences between the dependent variables including the perception of the atmospheric attributes of the restaurant according to the gender of the participants were found to be statistically important at the p < 0.05 / p < 0.10 level for the following adjective pairs: roomy / cramped (sig. = 0.003), peaceful / unpeaceful (sig. = 0.001), warm / cool (sig. = 0.001), good lighting / poor lighting (sig. = 0.001), inviting / uninviting (sig. = 0.048), pleasant / unpleasant (sig. = 0.027), comfortable / uncomfortable (sig. = 0.011), tidy / untidy (sig. = 0.025) and uncrowded / crowded (sig. = 0.057). However, no significant difference was found at p < 0.05 level for the adjective pair beautiful / ugly. The graphical expressions of these results are given in Graph 2.

### Table 3. Perceptual evaluation results according to the gender of the respondents

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Adjective Pairs</th>
<th>Gender</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th>df</th>
<th>Sig.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>F</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beautiful / Ugly</td>
<td>3.22±</td>
<td>3.05</td>
<td>1.351</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.245</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roomy / Cramped</td>
<td>3.45±</td>
<td>3.04</td>
<td>8.771</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.003</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peaceful / Unpeaceful</td>
<td>3.45±</td>
<td>2.99</td>
<td>10.778</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Warm / Cool</td>
<td>4.05±</td>
<td>3.59</td>
<td>10.401</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Good lighting / Poor lighting</td>
<td>4.01±</td>
<td>3.54</td>
<td>11.221</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inviting / Uninviting</td>
<td>3.45±</td>
<td>3.16</td>
<td>3.919</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.048</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pleasant / Unpleasant</td>
<td>3.41±</td>
<td>3.09</td>
<td>4.927</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.027</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comfortable / Uncomfortable</td>
<td>3.76±</td>
<td>3.39</td>
<td>6.556</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.011</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tidy / Untidy</td>
<td>3.20±</td>
<td>2.88</td>
<td>5.037</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.025</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uncrowded / Crowded</td>
<td>2.99±</td>
<td>2.73</td>
<td>3.642</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.057</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

M: Mean values, SD: Standard deviations, F: F values, df: Degree of freedom. * p < 0.05 and ** p < 0.10 levels are significant. is: Insignificant. a: Variable means ranged from 1 to 7, with higher numbers representing more negative responses.

Graph 2. The effect of respondents’ gender on adjective pairs. Variable means ranged from 1 to 7, with higher numbers representing more negative responses.
As seen in Graph 2, male participants have the lowest positive values for all adjective pairs. These findings support the second hypothesis (H2) of the research. Female have a more negative attitude than male in their perceptual evaluation of restaurants. These results are consistent with the results of previous studies conducted by Ayalp et al. [25, 32] and Yildirim et al. [3, 23, 24].

Differences between the perceptual evaluations of the restaurants’ atmospheric attributes according to the age of the participants (26-35 and 36-55) were determined. Statistical results obtained from the analysis according to the ages of the participants are given in Table 4. In Table 4, it is seen that there are significant differences between the perceptual evaluations of the participants according to their age (26-35 and 36-55) regarding the atmospheric attributes of the restaurants. Accordingly, it is seen that the participants aged 26-35 perceive the atmospheric attributes of the restaurants more positively than the participants aged 36-55.

According to the results of the ANOVA test, the differences between the dependent variables including the perception of the atmospheric attributes of the restaurant according to the age of the participants were found to be statistically important at the p<0.05, p<0.10 level for the following adjective pairs: warm / cool (sig. = 0.009), good lighting / poor lighting (sig. = 0.005), pleasant / unpleasant (sig. = 0.08), comfortable / uncomfortable (sig. = 0.005) and uncrowded / crowded (sig. = 0.030). Graphic explanations of the research results are given in Graph 3. As seen in Graph 3, younger participants (26-35) have the lowest values (positive values) for all adjective pairs. These findings support the third hypothesis (H3) of the research. Middle-aged participants (36-55) have a more negative attitude than younger participants (26-35) in their perceptual evaluation of restaurants. These results are consistent with the results of previous studies conducted by Yildirim, et al. [3, 24] and Ayalp et al. [25].

| Table 4. Perceptual evaluation results according to the age of the respondents |
|--------------------------|------------------|------------------|------------------|------------------|
| Adjective Pairs          | Age              | 26-35            | 36-55            | F    | df  | Sig. |
|                         | M    | SD  | M    | SD  |       |       |      |
| Beautiful / Ugly        | 3.04* | 1.71 | 3.22 | 1.93 | 1.569 | 1   | 0.211*|
| Roomy / Cramped         | 3.18 | 1.77 | 3.29 | 1.84 | 0.597 | 1   | 0.440*|
| Peaceful / Unpeaceful   | 3.14 | 1.77 | 3.27 | 1.83 | 0.846 | 1   | 0.358*|
| Warm / Cool             | 3.63 | 1.78 | 4.01 | 1.86 | 6.871 | 1   | 0.009*|
| Good lighting / Poor lighting | 3.57 | 1.73 | 3.97 | 1.84 | 8.052 | 1   | 0.005*|
| Inviting / Uninviting   | 3.20 | 1.85 | 3.40 | 1.91 | 1.800 | 1   | 0.180*|
| Pleasant / Unpleasant   | 3.12 | 1.78 | 3.37 | 1.87 | 3.077 | 1   | 0.080**|
| Comfortable / Uncomfortable | 3.37 | 1.80 | 3.78 | 1.81 | 7.939 | 1   | 0.005*|
| Tidy / Untidy           | 2.95 | 1.73 | 3.12 | 1.83 | 1.373 | 1   | 0.242*|
| Uncrowded / Crowded     | 2.71 | 1.79 | 3.01 | 1.72 | 4.751 | 1   | 0.030*|

M: Mean values, SD: Standard deviations, F: F-values, df: Degree of freedom. * p<0.05 and ** p<0.10 levels are significant. is: Insignificant. Variable means ranged from 1 to 7, with higher numbers representing more negative responses.

Graph 3. The effect of respondents’ age on adjective pairs. Variable means ranged from 1 to 7, with higher numbers representing more negative responses.
CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTIONS

In this research, it was tried to determine the impacts of the plants used in restaurants on the perceptual evaluations of the participants. For this purpose, the results obtained from this research are given below, respectively.

According to the preliminary results, statistically important differences were found between the participants’ perceptual evaluations of the restaurant with and without plants at the p < 0.001 level. As a result, the participants perceived the atmospheric attributes of the restaurant with plants more positively than the restaurant without plants. The use of plants (potted plants, algae wall panels and plant, etc.) in key retail stores such as restaurants can positively impact customers’ perceptual evaluations, feelings and thoughts.

This situation is attributed to the primary preference of all elements that evoke nature and nature. This view has been discussed in many studies before. It is clarified in many studies that plants make strong nature connotations for humans [3]. In conclusion, this study showed that plant use in restaurants affects customers’ feelings as more peaceful, calm, warm, and pleasant. Also been proven to evoke a relaxed feel among customers.

In the retail sector, space design is crucial and a key factor as a marketing strategy in order to attract customers’ attention and increase sales potential by spending more time. In this sense, the results of this study showed that the restaurant where plants are used perceived as more inviting and comfortable. In addition, it has been observed that restaurants with green plants are perceived as more tidy, roomy and less complex.

The other important result of this research was the gender differences according to evaluations of the atmospheric attributes of the restaurant with or without plants. Female took a more negative approach than the male about the atmospheric attributes of the restaurant. This result supports the findings that female’s satisfaction decisions are greatly affected by their first negative feelings. Yildirim et al. [24] suggested that female spend more time in retail stores than male [3, 23-25]. These results show that female have a more detailed and critical approach to their shopping behaviour.

In another result, it is seen that there are important differences between the perceptual evaluations of the participants between the ages of 26-35 and 36-55 regarding the atmospheric attributes of the restaurant. It was found that the participants aged 26-35 perceived more positively atmospheric attributes of the restaurant than the participants aged 36-55. This result regarding age supports the results obtained by Ayalp et al. [25] and Yildirim et al. [3, 24]. The research results shared above show that retailers and designers can easily influence customers’ perceptual evaluations by using plants in restaurants.

Limitations and further research

As a continuation of the previous study this research is based on the perceptual evaluation of the restaurant’s atmospheric attributes by potential customers. Within this scope, the first impressions of the potential customers in the perception of the restaurant were evaluated. Digital photographs were used in this study and shopping malls were chosen as the easiest transportation network to apply the survey to potential customers. In the next study, perceptual evaluations of customers who currently use a restaurant determined in a real space environment can be investigated. A research environment can be created by making periodic changes in the space. Rather than the first impression of the customers in the existing space, discussion can be established on whether it will become inviting and attractive for their next arrival.

In the future studies, the positive effects of plants can be tested in various retail and service stores with different functions such as apparel, supermarket, hypermarket or hairdresser.
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